Novel calibration model maintenance strategy for solving the signal instability in quantitative liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry.
In this contribution, a multiplicative effects model with a parameter accounting for the variations in overall sensitivity over time was proposed to reduce the effects of signal instability on quantitative results of LC-MS/MS. This method allows the use of calibration models constructed from large standard sets without having to repeat their measurement even though variations occur in sensitivity and baseline signal intensity. The performance of the proposed method was tested on two proof-of-concept model systems: the determination of the target peptide in two sets of peptide digests mixtures and the quantification of melamine and metronidazole in two sets of milk powder samples. Experimental results confirmed that multiplicative effects model could provide quite satisfactory concentration predictions for both systems with average relative predictive error values far lower than the corresponding values of various models investigated in this paper. Considering its capability in solving the problem of signal instability across samples and over time in LC-MS/MS assays and its implementation simplicity, it is expected that the multiplicative effects model can be developed and extended in many application areas such as the quantification of specific protein in cells and human plasma and other complex systems.